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Europan 11 in Kosovo: ‘EST’ site in Pejë/Peć 

MINUTES OF JURY MEETING 

Place: Cultural House exhibition room. Peja  

Date: 8 October, 2011 from 11.00 to 18.00 

Jury members (with vote): 
Klaus Kada and Daniela Herold (Europan Austria jury members),  
Lulzim Kabashi (Europan Kosovo jury member) 
Agron Sallova and Modest Gashi (site representatives) 

Other participants (with no vote): 
Didier Rebois (Europan Secretary General),  
Bernd Vlay (Europan Austria Secretariat) 
Ilir Gjinolli, Alfredo Navarro and Crystal Whitaker (Europan Kosovo Secretariat) 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

During one hour the city representative, Modest Gashi, briefs the other jury members about the last ten 
years planning chronology during from the Municipal Development Plan to the new Urban Regulatory 
Plans related to the site area. 

 

BRIEFING OF THE 30 ENTRIES 

Alfredo Navarro, Europan Kosovo Secretary, and Crystal Whitaker media & communication manager, 
briefs about the entries according to the Technical Assessment Report sent in advance to the jury 
members. 

 

(lunch break) 
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PEJA ROUND 1. DECISIONS: 

Jury members pass through the proposals and all together decide if the entry pass or not to the second 
round. Klaus Kada as president of the jury leads this round. 

Codes: 

Yes  =  Passed through to second round of judging on at least one vote 

No =  Entry was eliminated from further consideration with no dissent 

 

 

GU101   Yes 

 

FR123  Yes 

 

MH124  Yes 

 

LL622  No 

  The strategic urban and architectural ideas in the entry were not clear, and the  
  proposal was not elaborate or refined enough to be considered further.  

 

SF478  Yes 

 

GM676  No 

  The one main idea is the fountain in the centre of the scheme but this was deemed  
  not enough of an urban proposal to be suitable for the site. The other    
  architectural/spatial planning proposals were indistinct.    

 

AG353  No 

  The plan was considered to have large gaps, where clear spatial, urban or architectural 
  decisions were lacking.  
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MM123  Yes 

  There are three clear programmes but not one strong idea that carries them forward.  
  The proposal appears to be surface / superficial, but may be useful in comparison with  
  the other projects. The methodology is interesting.  

 

WH015  Yes 

  The approach is totalitarian, but the drawings are attractive.  

 

MI201  Yes 

  The idea of green space and duality is suitable but it is similar to other projects,   
  although less powerful. The proposal seems random.  

 

AL123  No 

  The project is not city planning, or exploring the potential of the site. It is not   
  elaborate enough to be considered as an entry.   

 

AD964  No 

  The proposal does not suggest a concept for development over the next 30 years. It is  
  generic, not powerful enough. The low scale (single family houses) is okay but not as a 
  proposition for covering the whole site. 

 

DM101  Yes 

  The proposal is not finished, but it is a good concept that has possibilities in the two  
  parts of the site. It creates a good imprint for the city and for the landscape, and a  
  strong border.  

 

IB365  Yes 

  The proposal provides a good connection between the road and the west edge of the  
  site, but the background (design, detail) is not finished. The overall idea is not clear.  
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MP084  No 

  The concept is a possibility but it focuses on one point only. It is introverted and  
  centralised. It is its own urban concept. The formalism is attractive but the concept is  
  mediocre. The concept suggests a melding together of building and landscape but in  
  the images presented it just looks like any normal building. 

 

KS381  Yes 

  The proposal establishes an interesting connection with the city. It is almost the same  
  across the whole site. Where is the ‘right’ place for the proposal? The scale is missing.  
  The concept is the same as those that can be seen in Amsterdam, for example, but it is  
  not right for this location.   

 

CT610  No 

  Good images, especially the ‘urban windows’ to the landscape and a framing of one  
  view. But it shows a total misunderstanding of the brief, and is not a site concept. This 
  is architecture not urban planning.   

 

 AG191  No 

  The proposal is incomprehensible and unelaborated.  

 

LU280  No 

  The proposal is all about expression, light and sustainability, but not an urban or  
  architectural proposal. This is expression without performance.  

 

FC000  No 

  Olympic Village type proposal but has a rural/suburban atmosphere that is too equal.  
  There is no differentiation, or relation to natural landscape or urban density. It is a  
  1970s concept that is not appropriate here.  

 

EU037  No 
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  The proposal has missed the scale of the city.  

 

FL135  No 

  The proposal is only a background space. It is not articulate, simply playing with forms  
  that can be generated in CAD but not a spatial proposition.  

 

AC105  No 

  There is no idea of a space for students or the public. It does not create a street, a  
  boulevard or a ground space for people. The space runs out at the end rather than  
  terminating and forming a finite entity.  

 

MD004  No 

  The building detailing connecting to the landscape is incomprehensible. The only thing 
  that has some connection to the landscape is the stripes but there has been an over- 
  exertion in making facades rather than relating the site strategy and proposal to the  
  ground.  

 

JT381  No 

  Peja already has an adjoining “central park” so why is this not capitalised on? It forms  
  a very hard edge to the east. 

 

DR138  Yes  

 

EK856  No 

  The proposal is totally out of the context if Peja. It is very formal and uses an   
  architectural language from the 1980s.  

 

MG009  No 

  The proposal is immature and undeveloped. The spatial quality is not comprehensible.  
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AA403  No 

  The covered space seems useful in the climatic conditions in Peja. The logic of a carpet 
  typology is interesting but not appropriate for a small settlement: how can it stop/be  
  terminated? What happens at the point where it does stop?  

 

JJ456  No 

  The spatial frameworking shows no qualities that have been added to the place. This  
  is a wasted opportunity to explore the quality of place more.  

 

SUMMARY ROUND 1 DECISIONS 

11 out of the 30 entries were kept in competition and reviewed further at the Peja Jury to decide upon 
the 6 (or 7) that were deemed appropriate to continue to the second round of judging in Oslo. 19 of the 
entries were thus removed from further consideration.  

 

PEJA ROUND 2 DECISIONS 

The next set of decisions grouped and compared similar projects informally, arguing the 
merits/weaknesses of each until a decision was reached for elimination. A total of 6 projects out of the 
remaining 11 were put forward for the Second Round Jury in Oslo.  

 

KS381  Formalistic urban planning. It creates a good connection to the northwest edge.  

  >  NO 

 

SF438  Formalistic urban planning. It is unclear why the diagonal grid from the existing  
  suburban sprawl to the east of the site continues through the site. There is no reason  
  why the small houses should continue across the site. It creates a big volume for a  
  small scale, just transforming without interpreting the existing context of the   
  surrounding area. There is nothing innovative about the proposal except the   
  repetition of typology or arrangement, just bigger. There is a lost opportunity to  
  connect to the stadium. There is a misunderstanding of the site and context.  

  > NO 

 

MI201  This is a possible proposal but it can be found everywhere.  
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  > NO 

 

FR123  The west edge is a strong idea but the east edge is not. There is a strong translation of  
  topography into typology. The concept of that transition is interesting. It is an open  
  system with a porosity of 2 borders. But why does it form a border to nature? It has  
  potential but also a limitation. The western edge blocks do not convey or carry through  
  an idea of nature but is a powerful city planning idea. 

  > YES 

 

GU101  A strong idea that keeps a closed front to the road while maintaining a connection to  
  nature. It designs an agglomeration onto nature concentrated in big functions. The  
  towers are not too high, but they can be made smaller or removed and it still generates  
  a strong ground space, keeping a maximum of the landscape free. There is no obstacle  
  to high rise building in this area.  

  > YES
 

DM101  This proposal is also about ideas but the concept is poor – but also powerful. There is a  
  clear edge formed where the landscape stops. The internal street provides an   
  interesting opportunity, with many possibilities to change function and levels.  

  > YES 

 

MH124  This has a good dialogue with nature, showing an overlapping of 2 situations. However it 
  exhibits weak street-creation. The geometric patterns are not repeated in the wider  
  context of Peja and they cannot be imagined fitting into this context. The proposal  
  leaves too much room for adaptation and interpretation in Peja. It is not absorbing the  
  city, and it is not necessary to play with forms to achieve a relation. Roofs used as public 
  space seems unnecessary and unrealistic in Peja. It creates different levels and horizons. 
  This proposal will certainly provoke debate, that may be a good tool to elaborate what  
  the site really needs. But the local stakeholders may be afraid of the language that it  
  suggests. It is not valued in the attractive site, in Kosovo or in the Peja context. There is  
  no need for playing with forms in Kosovo, which may become a superficial, formalistic  
  reference for other architects. Can this enter as a regulatory plan and a principle?  
  However there could be a collection of 15 different architects coming together to form  
  the site over time, all following the masterplan. The broken space, inside and outside,  
  creates moments of intensity and density. It is not a formal problem but a structural  
  one. The views and spaces running through provides good quality spaces without  
  creating formal courtyards. Space are open but not so open; they are partially enclosed.  
  There is not a clear line drawn parallel to the street. There is room for the small scale  
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  (private houses etc). There is good overlapping and transition from the hill, following a  
  historical (not geometric) urban structure. No image is provided from the street – how is 
  the hill connected to the street? It is not high rise but planar, overlapping from city to  
  street. In every spot the complexity looks different, reflecting and embodying a natural  
  porosity.  

  > YES 

 

MM123  Is this a vision for the future? It is not city planning but it is incomprehensible as a  
  spatial strategy. The whole programme is narrative but not planning. The idea of a  
  fair/festival does not contain any details for different areas of development, and it is  
  not clear what each of the ‘topics’ or themes of the strips offer each other. More  
  information is needed. Is making a festival field an appropriate concept for the site? It  
  is an introduction to a method, but ends up with no resolution. It contains the   
  branding of the city but not an urban plan. It should go further with its ideas, rather  
  than curating programmes.  

  > NO 

 

MI201  It needs to elaborated further and enter into a greater dialogue with the context. It  
  creates a weak central space between the buildings.  

  > NO 

 

WH015  There is an element of totalitarianism in the design. But it proposes a very beautiful  
  university site in close contact with nature. But is it appropriate for Peja? It is too simple  
  to be a winner, and not elaborate enough. The cut can be interpreted as “hurting” the  
  landscape rather than embracing it. It is a big gesture in relation to the landscape. It is  
  missing a sense of scale, relating the inside to the outside. It has a strong relationship  
  with the mountains. It brings the character of the city into the proposal. It looks out  
  onto nature. It suggests a dialogue of open versus closed – decanting space. There is a  
  spatial differentiation with the campus. There will be a need to develop a strategy for  
  the rest of the programme and the site. There is lots of landscape left remaining but it  
  should be allowed to be cultivated and made flexible. The idea of campus with separate  
  housing is very strong.  

  > YES 

 

DR138  This suggests a good scale for the city but it looks like a jail, which the private sector  
  would feel anxious about supporting. It is too introverted to be a strong urban-public  
  element. Including this in the Oslo selection would stimulate a good dialogue about  
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  space and city planning. It questions community – microcosmos versus cosmos – on an  
  urban level. It brings in the discussion about Building versus Programme. But the  
  programme, density etc can be integrated later. DR138 This is an intelligent and refined 
  proposal that is very strong, but it is a flat concept. It is an intellectual project rather  
  than a realistic proposal.  

  > YES 

 

IB365  There are not so many opportunities to develop between the landscape and the city.  
  There is nothing in between the road and the large blocks. The connection to nature is 
  forced. 

  > NO 

 

 

 

The proposals selected (6) to be sent to Oslo are the following:  

GU101  -  FR123  -  MH124  -  WH015  -  DM101  -  DR138   

 

 

 

Peja, 8 October 2011 

 

 

Alfredo Navarro 

Europan Kosovo Secretary 

 


